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It is generally considered that local anesthetics act directly at the level of the plasma membrane (10, 23, 45). In addition to their anesthetic effects on excitable membranes (4, 45, 50), local anesthetics produce a variety of effects on membranes, including expansion (47), altered osmotic fragility (46), and inhibition of cell spreading (43), movement (13, 40), adhesion (31, 42), and fusion (36). Several studies have shown that local anesthetics interact with membrane lipids (4, 7, 11, 14, 18, 33, 35, 45), particularly acidic phospholipids (14, 33, 35, 45), and are also able to displace Ca\(^{2+}\) from membranes (7, 33, 34, 48). Local anesthetics are considered to interact with membranes by both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions in close proximity with the anionic groups of acidic phospholipids (7, 14, 35).

Local anesthetics are known to produce molecular disordering in lipid bilayers and to enhance the fluidity of phospholipids in membranes (20, 35). These effects occur only at very high anesthetic concentrations and are probably not related to anesthesia. At much lower concentrations, tertiary amine local anesthetics cause modifications in cell agglutinability (37–39) and mobilities of certain surface receptors (37–39, 47). Specifically, these receptors appear to be “uncoupled” from cytoplasmic controls (37–39, 47). We have
examined the effects of tertiary amine local anesthetics on the organization of the cytoskeletal system (microfilaments and microtubules) in BALB/3T3 cells and have found that low physiologically active concentrations of dibucaine, tetracaine, and procaine induce dramatic disruption of submembrane cytoskeletal organization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dibucaine HCl, tetracaine HCl, and procaine HCl were obtained from Mann Research Laboratories (Orangeburg, N.Y.). Dimethylsulfoxide and glutaraldehyde were products of Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis Mo.) and Fisher Scientific Co. (Pittsburgh, Pa.).

Mouse BALB/c 3T3 (A-31) were obtained from Dr. S. Aaronson (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.) and grown in Dulbecco-modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) with 10% calf serum as described previously (37-39). Cells were grown on 60-mm tissue culture dishes (Falcon Plastics, Div. of BioQuest, Oxnard, Calif.) until confluent and the media replaced with fresh media (37°C) containing various concentrations of the local anesthetics. Cells were incubated at 37°C, and each dish was monitored for gross morphological changes using an inverted microscope. After the incubation, the cells were fixed at 20°C with 1.5% glutaraldehyde, washed in phosphate-buffered saline, and postfixed for 1 h in 2% osmium tetroxide at 20°C. The fixed cells were either removed at this point or embedded directly on the dishes. For cell removal, the fixed cells were carefully lifted off the substrate with the use of a Teflon policeman and were then oriented by centrifugation (100 g) onto soft agar pellets. The cell pellets were dehydrated with ethanol-propylene oxide, stained in block in the 30% ethanol step with 4% uranyl acetate for 5 min, and embedded in Spurr's resin (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Warren, Pa.). For direct embedding, the cell monolayers were dehydrated in ethanol, stained in block, and embedded in Epon 812 (Electron Microscopy Sciences). The Epon-cell layers were then stripped from the plastic plates and sectioned parallel to the growth plane using a Reichert (Vienna, Austria) Model OMU-9 ultramicrotome. Sections were stained with 0.4% lead citrate and observed in a Hitachi model HU-12 at 75 kV.

RESULTS

Local anesthetics produced dramatic morphological changes in confluent 3T3 cells. BALB/3T3 are normally flat, polygonal, endothelioid cells (Fig. 1). The addition of tetracaine (>0.5 mM), dibucaine (>0.1 mM), or procaine (>1 mM) for 15-30 min at 37°C caused alterations in cell shape. At the lower anesthetic concentrations some cell rounding occurred (Fig. 2). At higher concentrations more cells rounded up, particularly those cells at the edges of cell groups, until all the cells in the culture were rounded (Fig. 3). These effects were reversible within 1-2 h upon washing cells in fresh media (37°C) without anesthetics. At the highest anesthetic concentrations used, the cells floated off the culture plate as found by Rabino-vitch and De Stefano (44). The most dramatic changes in morphology were usually complete within 15 min, though some cells in each population appeared to be more resistant to anesthetic action than others, and some remained attached to the substrate. Generally, less confluent cultures were more susceptible to local anesthetic effects. The dose-response relationship of tetracaine-induced changes in 3T3 cell morphology is shown in Fig. 10. Dibucaine (>2 × 10⁻⁴ M) and procaine (>10⁻⁴ M) produced similar changes in cell shape; the differing potencies of the tertiary amine local anesthetics used here corresponded well with their octanol-water partition coefficients (16, 43).

When confluent 3T3 cells were examined by electron microscopy, they appeared as flat, elongated cells (Fig. 4) with an extensive subplasma

**FIGURE 1** Control BALB/3T3 cells. Fig. 1-3 by phase microscopy. Bars equal 20 μm. × 328.

**FIGURE 2** 3T3 cells treated with 0.5 mM tetracaine for 15 min at 37°C.

**FIGURE 3** 3T3 cells treated with 1.0 mM tetracaine for 30 min at 37°C.

**FIGURE 4** Control 3T3 cells fixed in situ, removed from substrate, and oriented by centrifugation in an agar pellet. Bar equals 2 μm. × 3,000.

**FIGURE 5** 3T3 cells treated with 1.0 mM tetracaine for 30 min at 37°C; otherwise legend is identical to Fig. 4.

**FIGURE 6** Control 3T3 cell embedded in situ. Microtubule, mt; microfilaments, mf. Bar equals 0.2 μm. × 52,500.

**FIGURE 7** Legend is the same as in Fig. 4. Bar equals 0.2 μm. × 52,500.
FIGURE 8 3T3 cell treated with 1.0 mM tetracaine for 30 min at 37°C; otherwise legend is the same as in Fig. 4. Bar equals 0.2 μm. × 27,000.

FIGURE 9 3T3 cell treated with 1.0 mM tetracaine for 5 min at 37°C and embedded in situ. Bar equals 0.2 μm. × 25,000.
Figure 10. Dose-response of 3T3 cell morphology to tetracaine. Cells were incubated for 30 min at 37°C in various concentrations of tetracaine and scored for morphological alterations as follows: 0, normal morphology (see Fig. 1); +, some cell rounding (see Fig. 2); ++, ~50% of cells rounded; ++++, ~100% of cells rounded (see Fig. 3); ++++, all cells detach from substrate.

DISCUSSION

The present experiments have shown that tertiary amine local anesthetics induce structural changes in cellular cytoskeletal systems, particularly those associated with the plasma membrane. These findings provide direct evidence to support recent proposals that the action of local anesthetics in modifying ligand-induced redistribution of surface receptors (37–39) results from the action of these drugs on membrane-associated cytoskeletal systems involved in transmembrane control of receptor mobility and topography (3, 9, 28–30). The evidence that local anesthetics can affect cellular cytoskeletal systems obtained in these earlier studies was indirect and was based on the observation that the action of local anesthetics in modifying cellular responses to lectins and antibodies could be mimicked by treating cells with drugs which act on microtubules, such as colchicine and the Vinca alkaloids, and by treatment with the microfilament disruptive drug, cytochalasin B (38, 39). Importantly, these two classes of drugs were only able to duplicate the action of local anesthetics when used together (38, 39), suggesting that local anesthetics were acting on both colchicine-sensitive microtubules and cytochalasin B-sensitive microfilaments. The present demonstration of anesthetic-induced changes in both microtubules and microfilaments provides experimental support for this proposal.

Ultrastructural alterations in microtubule structure in intact tissues after treatment with both local (17) and general (2) anesthetics have been described previously, and the local anesthetic lidocaine has been shown to impair microtubule assembly in vitro by inhibiting polymerization of tubulin subunits (17). To the best of our knowledge, however, changes in cellular microfilament systems induced by local anesthetics have not been described before, though a very recent report by Hinkley and Telser (19) indicates that halothane, a gaseous inhalational general anesthetic, causes microfilament breakdown in cultured mouse neuroblastoma cells.

The mechanism by which local anesthetics affect cellular cytoskeletal elements is unknown. The microfilament networks in several cell types have been shown to contain actomyosin components (reviewed in reference 1), and the action of local anesthetics in causing microfilament breakdown in 3T3 cells might be similar to the documented action of anesthetics in inhibiting actomyosin.
contractile proteins from heart muscle (27, 41). Another feature of the pharmacological activity of local anesthetics, which might be relevant to their effects on microtubules, concerns the high affinity of these drugs for calcium ions (Ca²⁺) and their capacity to displace Ca²⁺ from cellular membranes (reviewed in reference 34). This property suggests that anesthetic-induced changes in the binding of Ca²⁺ to membranes (and membrane-associated structures) could perturb the linkage of integral membrane receptors within the membrane to cytoskeletal elements associated with the inner face of the plasma membrane. For example, the erythrocyte peripheral plasma membrane protein, spectrin, which exerts transmembrane control over the mobility of certain plasma membrane receptors (28, 30), is displaced from membranes by Ca²⁺-chelating agents (24) and will only reassocicate with lipid membranes in the presence of Ca²⁺ (21). In addition, the structural integrity of microtubules is particularly sensitive to Ca²⁺ concentration, and Ca²⁺ has been suggested to play a functional role in linking tubulin subunits (reviewed in 22, 32, 53). This raises the further possibility that local anesthetics could produce competitive inhibition of the Ca²⁺-sensitive functions necessary for microtubule integrity. In this respect, the action of local anesthetics might be comparable to that of vinblastine, which has been shown to displace Ca²⁺ from tubulin subunits in vitro (54). Finally, anesthetic-induced release of Ca²⁺ from membranes might raise intracellular Ca²⁺ concentrations to levels (> 10⁻⁵ M) sufficient to induce microtubule depolymerization (22, 32). None of the above mechanisms need be exclusive, and all three, together with others not identified here, could contribute to the observed alterations in cytoskeletal elements.

Previous interpretations of the effects of local anesthetics on cellular membrane have focused largely on the interactions of these drugs with membrane lipids (34, 35, 48, 49). The present results indicate, however, that these agents can also affect cellular cytoskeletal systems. In the light of these findings, the previously reported inhibitory effects of local anesthetics on such processes as cell spreading and motility (13, 43, 44), cell aggregation (52), endocytosis (43), axonal transport (5), exocytosis (8, 36), and effects on cell morphology (44, 49) might now be reasonably re-evaluated as possibly resulting (at least in part) from the action of these drugs on cellular cytoskeletal systems rather than on membrane lipids alone, particularly since similar inhibition of these processes can be produced by treatment with drugs acting on microtubules and/or microfilaments (1, 8, 12, 25, 26, 36, 51).

SUMMARY

Tertiary amine local anesthetics (dibucaine, tetracaine, procaine) reversibly affect the morphology of untransformed BALB/3T3 cells and the organization of membrane-associated cytoskeletal elements. In the presence of these drugs, cells contract and become rounded in shape with the appearance of numerous surface "blebs." Electron microscope examination of anesthetic-treated cells revealed significant reductions in plasma membrane-associated microtubules and microfilaments and/or their plasma membrane attachment. The relationship of the findings on local anesthetic-induced changes in cellular cytoskeletal systems is discussed in relation to previous proposals on plasma membrane organization and control of cell surface receptor topography and mobility.
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